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How to optimise your carbon management
through Green Sigma
What’s the carbon management issue?
Increasing regulatory pressures,
the focus on corporate social
responsibility, and rising energy
costs are forcing companies to
reassess the impact of environmental
issues and energy use on their
business bottom line.
All over the world, new national and
regional laws relating to carbon
emissions and other environmental
issues are seriously going to affect
how companies operate in the future.
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captured in Voice of the Customer
or Process.

Following the initial assessment,
IBM continues to partner with
each client to develop a tailored
carbon management solution using
Green Sigma. The phases below
describe a high-level framework
for a Green Sigma engagement.

Phase I: Define key performance indicators
A set of client carbon kpis is defined and tailored to the client’s environment, industry and business. Activities
include building a carbon key process indicator set including regulatory and stakeholder requirements.
Phase II: Establish metering
Identify and advise areas to deploy suitable metering, where applicable, in order to track and establish a set
of carbon kpi baselines, which in turn are used to identify opportunities for improvement.
This phase can also include the development of a facilities management plan or sensor deployment strategy
and also identify supporting technical infrastructure requirements.
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Phase III: Deploy carbon dashboard
Deploy a portal-based Carbon Management Dashboard system to display kpis, metering data and other critical
data outputs. This can link into the physical network infrastructure as well as initiate triggers for carbon trading.
Phase IV: Optimise processes
Use applied Green Sigma statistical tools and techniques to analyse, improve and optimise processes which
impact areas of high energy use or high carbon output, where through the use of applied experimental design
techniques, optimisation is achieved by identifying the critical input control factors.
Phase V: Control performance
Green Sigma consultants work with the client team to establish ongoing optimisation of core processes and
kpis. Critical control factors, with control limits identified in the optimisation stage are deployed on the Carbon
Dashboard for ongoing monitoring and control. Opportunities for replication and standardisation of opportunities
and processes are applied across the enterprise to further leverage benefits of a Green Sigma investment.
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